Abstract.-The rich knowledge of morphological variation among organisms reported in the systematic literature has remained in free-text format, impractical for use in large-scale synthetic phylogenetic work. This noncomputable format has also precluded linkage to the large knowledgebase of genomic, genetic, developmental, and phenotype data in model organism databases. We have undertaken an effort to prototype a curated, ontology-based evolutionary morphology database that maps to these genetic databases (http://kb.phenoscape.org) to facilitate investigation into the mechanistic basis and evolution of phenotypic diversity. Among the first requirements in establishing this database was the development of a multispecies anatomy ontology with the goal of capturing anatomical data in a systematic and computable manner. An ontology is a formal representation of a set of concepts with defined relationships between those concepts. Multispecies anatomy ontologies in particular are an efficient way to represent the diversity of morphological structures in a clade of organisms, but they present challenges in their development relative to single-species anatomy ontologies. Here, we describe the Teleost Anatomy Ontology (TAO), a multispecies anatomy ontology for teleost fishes derived from the Zebrafish Anatomical Ontology (ZFA) for the purpose of annotating varying morphological features across species. To facilitate interoperability with other anatomy ontologies, TAO uses the Common Anatomy Reference Ontology as a template for its upper level nodes, and TAO and ZFA are synchronized, with zebrafish terms specified as subtypes of teleost terms. We found that the details of ontology architecture have ramifications for querying, and we present general challenges in developing a multispecies anatomy ontology, including refinement of definitions, taxon-specific relationships among terms, and representation of taxonomically variable developmental pathways.
Abstract.-The rich knowledge of morphological variation among organisms reported in the systematic literature has remained in free-text format, impractical for use in large-scale synthetic phylogenetic work. This noncomputable format has also precluded linkage to the large knowledgebase of genomic, genetic, developmental, and phenotype data in model organism databases. We have undertaken an effort to prototype a curated, ontology-based evolutionary morphology database that maps to these genetic databases (http://kb.phenoscape.org) to facilitate investigation into the mechanistic basis and evolution of phenotypic diversity. Among the first requirements in establishing this database was the development of a multispecies anatomy ontology with the goal of capturing anatomical data in a systematic and computable manner. An ontology is a formal representation of a set of concepts with defined relationships between those concepts. Multispecies anatomy ontologies in particular are an efficient way to represent the diversity of morphological structures in a clade of organisms, but they present challenges in their development relative to single-species anatomy ontologies. Here, we describe the Teleost Anatomy Ontology (TAO), a multispecies anatomy ontology for teleost fishes derived from the Zebrafish Anatomical Ontology (ZFA) for the purpose of annotating varying morphological features across species. To facilitate interoperability with other anatomy ontologies, TAO uses the Common Anatomy Reference Ontology as a template for its upper level nodes, and TAO and ZFA are synchronized, with zebrafish terms specified as subtypes of teleost terms. We found that the details of ontology architecture have ramifications for querying, and we present general challenges in developing a multispecies anatomy ontology, including refinement of definitions, taxon-specific relationships among terms, and representation of taxonomically variable developmental pathways. [Bioinformatics; devo-evo; fish; morphology; ontology; Teleostei.] Decades of comparative anatomical work in systematics have produced a rich, and still growing, body of data on the natural diversity of phenotypes. However, the noncomputable "free-text" format in which systematic data are published poses a challenge to the use of these data outside the narrow scope of the original study in which they were collected. The core of the problem is that, even where printed text is digitally rendered, the meaning of a text string such as "bone" is not interpretable to a computer; it is simply a string of letters. Thus, even a seemingly simple computational task, such as compiling a list of species possessing a similar structure, requires substantial human time investment and expert knowledge of the literature. A more complex investigation of morphology, such as a comparison of structures across a monophyletic group of species, requires processing such a large amount of data that it is rarely undertaken except by the most determined domain experts. Yet larger-scale analyses of the patterns of morphological evolution across multiple clades are simply not tractable. Testing, for example, whether sets of morphological characters vary in statistically similar ways across clades, or whether there is differential enrichment in the types of morphological qualities (shape, size, presence/absence) among sets of anatomical features or among clades, can only be done if morphology is represented in a format amenable to computation. The current moribund format of morphological data not only precludes expert analysis for a "big picture" view but also means that morphological data are inaccessible to scientists outside of the domain for use in interdisciplinary studies. The increasing rarity of morphology-based studies may be at least partially attributed to the perception that they are small, isolated, "old-fashioned," essentially noncomputable data sets.
In contrast to the situation for morphological data, the data from genomics, genetics, development, and experimental assays are rapidly proliferating and simultaneously being databased and synthesized by model organism communities. Both genetic and phenotypic data are represented in these databases using 370 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 59 ontologies. Ontologies are hierarchical vocabularies with well-defined relationships between terms that can be understood by humans and machines. Ontologies have been widely used in the model organism community to represent biological knowledge (e.g., genes, Blake and Harris 2008; anatomy, Rosse and Mejino 2003) . Genetic data (along with genomic and developmental data) are curated using gene ontologies and are frequently associated with particular phenotypes. Anatomy ontologies that are specific to the model organism species have been developed for the purpose of annotating gene expression, mutant phenotypes, and associated data. These databases provide model organism communities with an extensive range of interconnected data, including links between genes and mutant phenotypes.
The application of ontologies to systematics has the potential to force clarification and improve communication about morphological character diversity across taxonomic domains. As a result, ontologies could extend the applicability and level of universality of characters for phylogenetic analysis and improve the knowledge of evolutionary transformations. These computable vocabularies could enable efficient computer processing of vast amounts of data and allow the exploration and aggregation of data across studies that is currently difficult to do in morphology-based phylogenetics. Finally, the use of ontologies to represent systematic data will also enable their connection to genetic and developmental data. Understanding the developmental genetic basis of evolutionary change in morphology, known as "devo-evo," has become a major interdisciplinary focus in biology. The question of how to render comparative phenotype data computable and how to connect them to genetic and developmental data is critical not only to the field of devo-evo but also to all of the many areas of biology that depend on access to comparative phenotype data.
We have undertaken an effort to prototype a curated, ontology-based evolutionary morphology database that maps to genetic databases (http://kb.phenoscape.org; see also www.phenoscape.org). One of the first requirements for the Phenoscape system is an anatomy ontology that represents multiple species. Few ontologies have been developed with the explicit goal of representing anatomical diversity that is the result of evolutionary mechanisms like genetic drift, selection, and mutation. In contrast, the anatomical diversity represented in model organism databases reflects mutant phenotypes that are typically the result of experimentally induced mutations. We describe here the development of a multispecies anatomy ontology that we initiated for teleost fishes, named the Teleost Anatomy Ontology (TAO). The concepts and unique challenges that arise when constructing an ontology to represent such a high level of anatomical and developmental diversity, as well as some of our solutions, are likely general to all taxonomic groups and useful to other similar efforts aimed at representing morphological data with anatomy ontologies.
BACKGROUND
We illustrate many of the concepts and relations used in anatomy ontologies with an example from a set of bones in fishes termed the "Weberian apparatus" (Figs. 1 and 2; Tables 1 and 2 ). The Weberian apparatus is a complex of bones derived from the anterior vertebrae and associated skeletal structures that function in sound transmission from the air bladder to the inner ear. It is uniquely found in the Otophysi (Fink S.V. and Fink W.L. 1981) , a diverse clade of freshwater fishes including the cypriniforms (zebrafish, minnows, carps, and loaches), characiforms (tetras), gymnotiforms (knifefishes), and siluriforms (catfishes).
The standardization of terms and logical relationships in an ontology enables their use for both human and machine annotation and querying. Terms in ontologies are given textual definitions, assigned unique identifiers, and frequently associated with synonyms. For example, in TAO, the term supraneural 2 bone is defined as "supraneural bone located dorsal to vertebra 2" (Table 1 ) and assigned the identifier TAO:0001191. By including the synonyms "small supraneural" and "sn2," which have been applied to this entity, a user can search on any of them and find all information associated with supraneural 2 bone.
The TAO, like other ontologies, is structured as a directed acyclic graph in which a term can have multiple relationships between child and parent terms. For example, Weberian apparatus is a anatomical cluster and part of the vertebral column and it has 3 part of children (Weberian ossicle set, Weberian vertebra, and neural complex) (Fig. 2) . The primary relations used in TAO (is a, part of, and develops from) are those commonly used in anatomy ontologies (Burger et al. 2008) . The formal definitions of these relations can be found in Smith et al. (2005) and in the Relations Ontology (http:// obofoundry.org).
There are 32 anatomy ontologies (as of 25 February 2010) listed at the Open Biological and Biomedical Ontologies (OBO) Foundry (http://www.obofoundry.org; partial list shown in Table 3 ). The OBO Foundry (Smith et al. 2007 ) promotes common design principles in support of interoperability. Most of the anatomy ontologies in the OBO Foundry pertain to a single species and are linked to model organism databases. Single-species anatomy ontologies represent canonical anatomies in that they represent the generalized or prototypical structural composition of an idealized instance of the species Neuhaus and Smith 2008) . Typically, these ontologies represent a chosen wild-type strain. Anatomy ontologies were first used by model organism communities to link anatomy to gene expression (Davidson et al. 1997 ) and mutant phenotypes (Gkoutos et al. 2004 ). Use of an ontology for these purposes allows one to query for genes (see Gene Ontology; The Gene Ontology Consortium 2000 Consortium , 2001 Consortium , 2008 that are expressed in a particular structure or for all genes that have an altered phenotype in a given structure. The significance of this is the reasoning that can be done across the ontologies to group annotations (Zhang et al. 2006; Keet et al. 2007 ). For example, if one queries for phenotypes that involve Weberian apparatus annotations to Weberian vertebra would also be retrieved due to the part of relationship between these 2 terms (Fig. 2) .
To mine phenotypic variation across taxa, a multispecies anatomy ontology is required. The goal of such an ontology is to represent all the anatomical variation observed across species within a clade. Multispecies anatomy ontologies contain terms that represent generalizations from observations of museum voucher specimens that represent species and their higher taxa. Anatomy ontologies designed for multiple species are relatively few in number, with even fewer linked to databases. As of February 2010, there were 8 multispecies anatomy ontologies listed at the OBO Foundry (Table 3) . The Plant Ontology, publicly released in July 2004 , was the first anatomy ontology that applied to more than one species. Its purpose is to provide a set of terms that can be used for annotation of gene expression patterns, germplasm, and phenotypes of mutants and natural variants of multiple species from participating plant databases. The inception of 3 multispecies ontologies (teleosts, amphibians, and spiders) was associated with collaborative efforts of morphologists funded by the NSF Assembling the Tree of Life program. This work has required synthesis of disparate morphological data sets, which has driven standardization in terminology, a first step in creating an ontology.
Our approach of capturing the diversity of form among multiple species within a single ontology is motivated partly from the standpoint of practicality: there are simply too many species (e.g., 25,000 species of teleost fishes) to make a separate ontology for each one. A multispecies ontology provides a single source for terms to be used in annotating species variation and facilitates studies based upon interspecific comparisons. In addition, representation of the domain knowledge of systematic biology is most effectively done in a multispecies ontology because experts hold detailed knowledge about the phenotypic variation across versus within single species.
METHODS

Initialization from and Synchronization with the Zebrafish
Anatomical Ontology The TAO was developed and is being maintained according to OBO Foundry principles (Smith et al. 2007 ). In keeping with these principles, TAO is open (under CC0 license; http://creativecommons.org/license/zero), available to users, follows a community syntax (OBO), and employs a versioning system (Concurrent Versions System) to preserve previous versions of the ontology. Table 1 . Relationships between terms are shown as lines: is a (red), part of (blue), and develops from (green). The dashed lines represent taxonomically variable is a and part of relationships (i.e., vertebra 1-4 are types of Weberian vertebra only in otophysan fishes, Fig. 1 and text) . Not all relationships are illustrated.
Each term possesses a unique identifier consisting of the prefix "TAO," which designates the unique ontology namespace relative to other OBO Foundry ontologies, followed by a 7-digit numerical code. The identifier is stable, and provided that the meaning of a term is maintained, the term name and textual definition can be modified. These identifiers are never reused or deleted. Instead, the identifier of an obsolete term is maintained in the ontology as a "paper trail" for references to that term.
The choice of maintaining TAO in the OBO format gave us direct access to several other relevant ontologies: a relations ontology (Relations Ontology, OBO REL), a quality ontology (Phenotype and Trait Ontology, PATO), a spatial ontology used to describe anatomy (Spatial Ontology, BSPO), and an evidence code ontology (ECO), all available at OBO Foundry. Although other ontology languages have larger user bases than OBO, the OBO community is focused on representing biological and biomedical data, whereas other user communities are focused on different domains. The OBO language is also relatively simple for biologists to learn relative to OWL (Web Ontology Language; http://www.w3.org/2004/OWL/) or more logically expressive languages such as Common Logic or CycL (Matuszek et al. 2006 ). Another advantage of using OBO is that there is an ontology editor available, OBO-Edit (Day-Richter et al. 2007) , which has been designed by and for biologists. Versions of the ontology in other ontology languages, such as OWL, are provided by the OBO Foundry Web site.
Because zebrafish (Danio rerio) is a subtype of the order Cypriniformes, and the yet more encompassing clades, Otophysi and Ostariophysi, and most broadly, the Teleostei (teleost fishes), we utilized the existing Zebrafish Anatomical Ontology (ZFA) to populate TAO with its first set of terms in September 2007. The initialization process of TAO used a Perl script, provided by Chris Mungall, which transformed a copy of the ZFA OBO file by changing the identifier prefix of each term from ZFA to TAO and added a cross-reference entry for each term that pointed back to its corresponding term in the ZFA. For example, the zebrafish term vertebra has the ID ZFA:0000323; this term was cloned into TAO as TAO:0000323 with a cross-reference back to the ZFA term ZFA:0000323. The namespace, which indicates which ontology the terms belong to, was set to teleost anatomy. Both TAO and ZFA top level nodes are is a children of corresponding higher level terms from the Common Anatomy Reference Ontology (CARO) . CARO contains a framework of higher level anatomical terms that apply to all Gayet (1982) Notes: Entity 1 in Taxon 1 is homologous to or not homologous to Entity 2 in Taxon 2 based on evidence. Terms from the ECO are defined in Table 4 . IDS = inferred from developmental similarity; IMS = inferred from morphological similarity; IPS = inferred from positional similarity; NAS = nontraceable author statement; TAS = traceable author statement.
organisms and is designed to promote interoperability among anatomical ontologies. After the initial cloning, TAO was generalized so as to be applicable to Teleostei. Specifically, we removed the ZFA adult anatomy and developmental stage terms that do not generalize across teleosts. ZFA terms are logically subtypes of TAO terms (e.g., ZFA:vertebra is a TAO:vertebra), and thus ZFA has a subset of TAO terms, and additional information relevant specifically to the zebrafish model organism community. In contrast, TAO has many additional terms representative of the anatomical diversity within Teleostei.
We regularly synchronize TAO and ZFA to incorporate updates to either ontology. Cross references are added to each ontology to maintain logical interoperability. To automate this process, we have developed the synchronization tool, a plug-in for OBO-Edit that is publicly available from SourceForge (see https://www. phenoscape.org/wiki/Synchronization Tool). The synchronization tool aids in keeping 2 ontologies aligned by checking for missing cross references between identically named terms, conflicting data between crossreferenced terms, terms present in one but missing from the other ontology, and structural differences such as differences in the parent of cross-referenced terms.
TAO was made publicly available in September 2007 within the OBO CVS repository (http://obofoundry.org) and from the National Center for Biomedical Ontology (NCBO) Bioportal (http://bioportal.bioontology.org/). Interested users can search and browse terms and visualize the relationships among terms using online ontology resources with a graphical user interface such as the NCBO Bioportal or the EBI-hosted Ontology Organization and Features Terms in TAO represent anatomical structures found in teleost fishes. Some terms are subtypes of anatomical cluster (defined as "An anatomical group that has its parts adjacent to one another."). For example, Weberian apparatus is an anatomical cluster because it consists of a group of entities closely associated in position with each other (Fig. 1) . Term names are given in the singular because terms refer to single classes or types of entities and because singular names promote grammatical consistency with term definitions (Smith et al. 2006; Schober et al. 2009 ). Term definitions facilitate the consistent use of a term by curators for annotation of disparate data types. TAO follows the convention that each term should have a textual definition of the genusdifferentia form (i.e., a subclass structure of A is an A that has properties X and Y that distinguish it from the other subclass structures of A) (Smith et al. 2007 ). Definitions for structures of the Weberian apparatus (Table 1) begin with the parent of the term being defined, followed by characteristics that distinguish the term from its siblings. These characteristics can include location, shape, and a list of the parts of the entity. For example, Weberian apparatus is defined as "Anatomical cluster [parent term] that consists of the anteriormost vertebrae and associated structures that connect the swim bladder to the inner ear [differentia] ." Definitions are primarily based on structural criteria. Taxonomic statements relevant to a structure but that do not universally apply to all teleosts are recorded in the comment field for that term (e.g., comment for Weberian apparatus; Table 1 ). These statements are potentially helpful to the user for general understanding and identification of structures.
Given the broad taxonomic scope of TAO, term definitions are also necessarily broad to ensure applicability to all fishes in the clade. TAO definitions are typically suggested by a user such as a curator who requires the term for annotation. Definitions may be refined by community experts participating in the ontology term request mailing list (see Extending TAO section), or from discussion among experts at ontology development and annotation workshops.
In addition to is a, part of, and develops from, TAO also uses the overlaps relation, which is used to represent the relationship between 2 entities that share a part (defined in draft form on Relations Ontology wiki page: http://www.bioontology.org/wiki/index.php/RO:Main Page). All TAO terms have a relationship to a parent term, with the exception of the root term, which in the case of TAO is teleost anatomical entity. Even though a term in an ontology may have multiple parents with the same or different relationship types, the OBO Foundry principle of "single inheritance" recommends that each term only have a single-asserted is a parent, which can help avoid errors in reasoning that occur in ontologies that contain terms with multiple is a parents. We have strived to achieve this in TAO, but for searching convenience, a few concepts are currently represented with 376 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 59 multiple is a parentage. For example, tripus (Table 1 ; Fig. 2 ) develops from both endochondral and membrane ossifications, and it is therefore a subclass of both endochondral and membrane bone (in addition to being a subclass of Weberian ossicle). An alternative way to represent bone development without multiple parents would be to create a new class of bone, such as compound bone, which is defined as having both endochondral and membrane bone development. However, this classification has implications for database queries because terms that are children of compound bone will not appear in searches for endochondral bone or membrane bone as might be expected by a user. A representation whereby development is represented by a separate axis of classification is planned.
Extending TAO TAO is a community resource for ichthyologists and vertebrate morphologists. To ensure that it represents high-quality domain knowledge for teleost fish morphology, its continued development must be a community exercise. We have made particular efforts to engage the community of ichthyologists in TAO development. A variety of experts in fish morphology are kept up to date with proposed additions and changes to TAO through a mailing list (Fig. 3) . When a new term is required, a request is made through the SourceForge term request tracker, and an automated e-mail summarizing the request is sent to the list. Changes FIGURE 3. The process of updating TAO to include new terms, refined definitions, synonym additions, and structural changes begins with term requests from ontology users through the SourceForge Term Tracker (http://sourceforge.net/tracker/?group id=76834&atid=994764). Requests trigger an automated e-mail to the ichthyological community through the teleost-discuss mailing list (https://lists.sourceforge.net/lists/listinfo/obo-teleost-discuss). Discussion ensues, a decision is reached, and the request is summarized by the TAO administrator on the tracker page. The request is then closed, and TAO is updated to include the requested change. Updates that also apply to the ZFA are made during synchronization. are discussed, amendments are made as required, and a record of the discussion is maintained by the TAO administrator.
Like other community-based ontologies, active extension of TAO is driven by user needs. Because the active use of ontologies is relatively new to evolutionary biology in general and systematics in particular, the biological research project currently driving development of TAO is the phenotype annotation of the systematic literature for teleost fishes by the Phenoscape project. The skeletal system is the focus of most systematic ichthyological studies, and thus, the development of TAO is focused on the skeletal system. Since cloning from ZFA in September 2007, TAO has grown from 1976 terms to 2662 terms (as of February 2010) in large part due to the greater number of terms required to represent the diversity of anatomical structures across species. Over half of these new terms (391 of 686) are skeletal.
Although TAO will continue to grow, very large ontologies become difficult for users to navigate and for curators and software tools to manage. An alternative to adding a new term to the ontology is to construct a postcomposition (Mungall et al. 2010) . A postcomposition is a combination of existing terms that are drawn from an ontology or from multiple orthogonal ontologies to refer to a single entity. For example, a curator might need to refer to the process on vertebra 1 ("process" here refers to an anatomical structure rather than processes that are temporally unfolding entities). Rather than adding the new term vertebra 1 process to the ontology, the existing terms process and vertebra 1 can be joined on-the-fly using the part of relation to create a new term. Although the postcomposed term does not have an identifier and is not added to the ontology, it provides the implied definition "process that is part of vertebra 1," and it can be queried using the same reasoning principles as any other term. Postcompositional terms are ideal for structures that may not exist outside of a few species and thus are unlikely to be required for repeated annotation. Postcomposition can also prevent the ontology from being forced to grow solely to satisfy a need for combinatorial complexity.
Application of TAO
One common use of ontologies is the annotation or "tagging" of objects or observations, such as genetic sequences, gene expression patterns, or whole organism phenotypes, with ontology terms. The convention used by model organism databases to annotate mutant phenotypes is entity-quality (EQ) syntax in which an entity from an anatomical ontology is combined with a quality or nontaxon specific modifier (Gkoutos et al. 2004; Sprague et al. 2008) . The Phenoscape project has adopted and extended EQ to annotate evolutionary phenotypes, specifically systematic characters for ostariophysan fishes. Using the Phenex software (Balhoff et al. 2010) , entity terms are drawn from TAO and quality terms are provided by PATO (Mabee, Arratia, et al. Mabee, Ashburner, et al. 2007) . For example, a character state might be "Antorbital, triangular." This phenotype can be expressed using the TAO term antorbital and the PATO term triangular. Such phenotype annotations corresponding to systematic characters require the association of the anatomical term with a taxonomic name. Thus, TAO terms are associated with species or higher taxa through annotations to teleost scientific names from the Teleost Taxonomy Ontology (www.phenoscape.org; OBO CVS repository: http://obofoundry.org).
Another driving application that we anticipate to be of increasing importance is the annotation of images using anatomical ontology terms, which will increase the need for ontologies like TAO. TAO has been used for annotation of images by the Cypriniform Tree of Life (CToL) morphologists, and Morphbank (http://www. morphbank.net/) imported TAO-annotated images of the skeleton from the CToL portal. Other image and morphology databases are similarly beginning to experiment with the use of anatomical and phenotype ontologies for annotation (e.g., Morphster, MorphBank, Morphobank, CatfishBones) (Ramirez et al. 2007 ).
DISCUSSION
We have established the multispecies TAO by expanding a single-species ontology core to represent the anatomical diversity of many species. TAO was built at the outset of developing an evolutionary phenotype database because an appropriate anatomy ontology is a requirement for rendering morphological data in a computable format. The primary application of TAO currently is for curation of systematic characters and image annotation. Built primarily on a structural axis, TAO is being developed with the goal of maintaining interoperability with other ontologies. Here, we discuss the requirements and remaining challenges in the development and maintenance of this multispecies anatomy ontology, issues that are general to similar efforts.
Requirements of Multispecies Ontologies
Addition of many synonyms.-Different research communities often use different terminologies to describe identical structures. Ontologies include synonyms to accommodate these differing nomenclature preferences and community traditions. Synonyms can also aid queries by allowing searches for these alternative names. The OBO format distinguishes among different types of synonyms, such as BROAD, NARROW, EXACT, and RELATED. TAO currently uses the latter 2 categories. EXACT synonyms include "true" synonyms that are alternative names for the same structure, such as "claustrum bone" and "first Weberian ossicle" (Table 1) ; misspellings in the literature such as "postemporal" instead of "posttemporal"; alternative spellings such as "hyomandibular" versus "hyomandibula"; and plural synonyms such as "lepidotrichia" versus "lepidotrichium." RELATED synonyms are alternative names that stem from the incorrect usage of a term. For example, some ichthyologists use the term lacrimal, a tetrapod bone, to refer to the infraorbital 1 even though infraorbital 1 in fishes is not homologous to the lacrimal bone in tetrapods (see Homology section). Therefore, "lacrimal" is listed as a RELATED synonym of infraorbital 1 in TAO.
Coordination of anatomy ontologies across taxa.-As multispecies anatomy ontologies are built, concepts within the single-species anatomy ontologies of the model species that are phylogenetically contained within the group will logically become subtypes. In the case of TAO, ZFA concepts became the subtypes. Frequent synchronization between subtype and parent is critical for interoperability, but by partially automating this with the synchronization tool, we have made this less time consuming and more consistent. Logically, both TAO and ZFA concepts would become subtypes of a vertebrate anatomy ontology, as would those concepts in, for example, the Xenopus, amphibian, human, and mouse anatomy ontologies. Limits to the cascade of synchronization required when a new term is added to a subtype ontology have yet to be determined. Coordination among ontologies in subtype relationships will be important for knowledgably exchanging information among databases separated by significant phylogenetic distance.
Representation of intermediate nodes.-Multispecies ontologies can require the addition of a parent term (intermediate node) that is unnecessary for singlespecies ontologies. We added tooth to TAO, for example, as the parent term for the different types of teeth in fishes (e.g., premaxillary tooth, dentary tooth). It is not a term required for the ZFA, however, because zebrafish only have one type of tooth (ceratobranchial 5 tooth). On the other hand, a term that is an intermediate node in a single-species ontology may be represented as a leaf node in a multispecies ontology. For example, the ZFA terms precaudal vertebra and caudal vertebra refer to vertebrae that lack or possess hemal spines, respectively, and the count of these vertebral types is consistent in zebrafish: there are typically 10 non-Weberian precaudal vertebrae and 17 caudal vertebrae (Fig. 4a) . The number of these vertebral types, however, is highly variable across teleost fishes, and it is not possible to universally associate a particular vertebra with one of these 2 regions (e.g., the assertion vertebra 7 is a precaudal vertebra is not applicable to all teleosts). Thus, the TAO terms precaudal vertebra and caudal vertebra do not have child terms, and all individual vertebral terms have the same parent, vertebra (Fig. 4b) . It is important to recognize that differences in the parent of the individual vertebra terms in the ZFA versus TAO does not preclude queries that require reasoning across them because they are related via cross references and standard relations. 
General Challenges
Homology.-Homology, the similarity in cross-species characteristics due to common ancestry, is a central concept in evolutionary biology, and the relationship of homology to ontologies is important to consider. TAO primarily follows a structural definition of terms. The goal of this ontology is to contain all possible anatomical terms applicable to fishes, but it is not meant to imply homology between terms or when the same term is used for different taxa. Instead, we record homology statements between differently or identically named terms in different taxa outside of the ontology, with evidence and attribution. We use the homologous to and not homologous to relations (working definitions available from the Relations Ontology wiki page:
http://www.bioontology.org/wiki/index.php /RO:Main Page) to record homology statements. Where a use case or query requires viewing competing hypotheses of homology, they can be drawn from these tables outside the ontology according to established criteria.
Opposing views of homology for particular structures are typically based on different lines of evidence or homology criteria. Standard lines of evidence that are used to assess homology a priori include similarity in shape and size, topographic position, complexity, and development (Remane 1952; Roth 1984; Patterson 1988) . Homology is tested a posteriori by the distribution of character states on phylogenies resulting from character analysis (Mayden and Wiley 1992) . In essence, these criteria represent different kinds of evidence for an homology assertion, and thus, the possible types of evidence can be codified similarly to the types of evidence for gene function annotation (http://www .geneontology.org/GO.evidence.shtml). We followed OBO community standards for establishing and using evidence codes to annotate evidence for homology of anatomical structures. Where possible, we used the same evidence codes that are used for the annotation of gene function, but we also proposed new evidence codes for inclusion in the ECO, and these were accepted in January 2008 (Table 4 ).
An example of how these codes can be used to annotate differing evidence for homology comes from the Weberian apparatus. Intercalarium, for example, is a modified neural arch of vertebra 2 according to developmental, positional, and morphological criteria (Table 2) . On the other hand, claustrum bone (and claustrum cartilage in which the bone forms) has been considered homologous to accessory neural arch, neural spine 1, neural arch 1, supradorsal, and supraneural 1, sometimes with specific evidence presented but other times simply stated by an author. In the latter case, the evidence is weaker. This type of evidence is given the code "traceable author statement" and linked to the source that the author references as providing evidence for a particular homology relationship or "non-traceable author statement" if the author asserts a homology without citing a source (Table 4) . Although TAO endeavors to maintain a clear separation of homology from its ontological representation of anatomy, an argument can be made that some structures are represented in the ontology according to a hypothesized homology with another structure. For example, TAO asserts that the intercalarium is a subtype of (stands in an is a relationship to) neural arch (Fig. 2) because direct uncontested developmental observations indicate that the intercalarium develops from the neural arch of the second vertebra. Intercalarium is also hypothesized as homologous to neural arch 2 (Table 2) to facilitate queries on intercalarium and its homologs.
Homologous structures in phylogenetically distant taxa may be referred to by different names or by the same name, and thus, it is critical to have a mechanism such as a homology table in place to enable the informed use of these terms. For example, the bone that is termed the frontal bone in teleost fishes is not the homolog of the frontal bone in tetrapods (Jollie 1962; Schultze and Arsenault 1985) . Instead, the frontal bone in teleosts is the homolog of the parietal bone in tetrapods. If, for example, "parietal bone" was simply added as a synonym of frontal bone in TAO, then a query for all the genes expressed in the frontal bone would also return genes expressed in the parietal bone. Thus, although synonyms can be used to represent homologs in a multispecies ontology (e.g., Plant Structure Ontology; Ilic et al. 2008) , refining these relationships using evidence codes and explicit homology links is a more conservative approach that avoids encoding controversial homology assertions within the anatomy ontology, while still enabling users and computer applications to take advantage of comparative evolutionary reasoning.
Representing serial homologs.-Representation of serial homologs in a multispecies anatomy ontology requires accommodation of different naming methods used in the literature for elements of the series. Serial homologs are usually given names based on ordinal position (e.g., "vertebra 3"), but some elements, frequently the first or last of a series, may also be referred to by a structural name. Consequently, a term may have its name also designated as a synonym of another term. For example, the infraorbital series is an iterated set of bones that encircle the eye in fishes. The most posterior bone of the series is considered homologous across many fishes because of similarity in position 380 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 59 FIGURE 5. Multiple developmental pathways of the sublingual represented in the TAO. The sublingual is a median element of the lower hyoid arch in cypriniform fishes. In at least one species, the ossified sublingual (sublingual dorsal and ventral fused) results from the fusion of 2 cartilage elements, whereas in other species, the sublingual exists as separate ossified elements (sublingual dorsal and ventral separate). These terms have different is a parents due to structural differences. and structure. It is either named the dermosphenotic or given a number according to its ordinal position. In some cypriniform fish species, for example, the dermosphenotic is the terminal of 5 bones and is also termed "infraorbital 5." In some characiform fishes, however, there are 6 bones in the infraorbital series and the terminal bone is named the dermosphenotic or infraorbital 6. To represent these alternative names for dermosphenotic in TAO, the term dermosphenotic is given the RELATED synonyms "infraorbital 5" and "infraorbital 6." Likewise, the terms infraorbital 5 and infraorbital 6 are given the RELATED synonym "dermosphenotic."
Representation of taxonomic differences in development of anatomical structures.-Because of differences in the patterns of development across species, even of homologous structures, multispecies anatomy ontologies must be able to accommodate multiple developmental pathways. In cypriniform fishes, for example, there are differences in the development of the sublingual, a median element(s) of the lower hyoid arch. There are 2 sublinguals (dorsal and ventral) in some species and 1 sublingual in others. The single sublingual of at least one species (Catostomus commersonii) is formed through developmental fusion of dorsal and ventral cartilage precursors (Engeman et al. 2009 ). Representation of the dual developmental origin of the single sublingual required creation of terms for the sublingual formed via fusion (sublingual dorsal and ventral fused) and the sublingual with separate parts (sublingual dorsal and ventral separate). These 2 terms have different relations (develops from vs. part of ) to the dorsal and ventral components of the sublingual. In addition, the terms for fused and separate sublingual ossifications ("ossification" here refers to anatomical structures rather than the process of bone formation) have different is a parents (Fig. 5) : sublingual dorsal and ventral fused is a single structure (is a sublingual), whereas sublingual dorsal and ventral separate is composed of 2 adjacent parts (is a anatomical cluster). Searching on the term sublingual would not return data for both fused and separate sublinguals. However, if these terms are designated as homologous in a relational table, then data for both types would be returned together.
Remaining challenges
Representing taxonomically variable relationships for a single entity.-Different species may demonstrate variation in the relationship between 2 entities. For example, vertebrae 1-4 are considered subtypes of Weberian vertebra but only in otophysan fishes (Fig. 2 , dashed lines indicate that this is a relationship is only present in some fishes). To assert this subtype relationship between vertebra 1 and Weberian apparatus in TAO (which we have not done) incorrectly implies that every instance of vertebra 1 in all teleosts is a type of Weberian vertebra. One solution (not shown in Fig. 2 ) is to create a new term, Weberian vertebra 1, that is a subtype (child) of Weberian vertebra and has a part of relationship to Weberian apparatus. Disadvantages to adding a new term are that it 381 inflates the size of the ontology and it requires a user to know which term to select for annotation (e.g., vertebra 1 vs. Weberian vertebra 1).
An approach we are exploring to express these taxonomically variable relationships is to use postcomposition to create taxon-specific subtypes of anatomical terms. In the above example, vertebra 1 in D. rerio could be asserted as a subtype of Weberian vertebra either within the ontology or only within our database. Database queries for Weberian vertebra will then return annotations to vertebra 1 in taxon D. rerio. Another alternative would take advantage of phenotype annotations to infer a taxonomically variable relationship. In this case, a rule could be constructed that would allow a reasoner to infer from the (separately asserted) presence of Weberian apparatus in a taxon (e.g., Otophysi) that vertebra 1 is a Weberian vertebra in that taxon. Because the presence of the Weberian apparatus is a morphological character state and as such a phenotype, this strategy would use phenotype assertions to inject additional and taxon-specific relationships into the anatomy ontology, without the need for an ontology curator to maintain those separately.
Aligning multiple ontologies.-Ontology alignment is the process of determining correspondences between terms (and less often relations) between 2 or more ontologies. This process, an important step in any comparative analysis using ontologies, poses a significant challenge for both single-and multispecies anatomy ontologies that represent phylogenetically diverse organisms. That said, single-species ontologies used by model organism communities such as fly, zebrafish, and mouse are commonly developed in collaboration with each other to promote cross-species comparisons (Sprague et al. 2006) . Still, given the rapid development of new anatomy ontologies and the growing importance of multispecies ontologies, alignment of terms and relations has become a significant problem.
Alignment is much more than just matching terms with the same name. Even semantically similar terms may be found at different levels in the class hierarchies of their respective ontologies. This problem, sometimes referred to as the terms being "out of phase," would occur with naive matching of terms (e.g., the term "upper jaw" represents a cluster of different bones in teleosts vs. amphibian anatomy ontologies). Although tools for (semi-) automatic ontology alignment have been developed (see http://ontologymatching.org/projects.html), relatively little effort has been focused on alignment of biological ontologies. However, several such tools exist (e.g., COBRA, www.xspan.org; Homolontol, Bastian et al. 2008; and UBERON, described below) .
The "Minimal Anatomy Terminology" (MAT) is a recent approach in which synonyms and identifiers from other anatomy ontologies (>20) are grouped into highlevel categories (Bard et al. 2008) . The MAT terminology (not a formal ontology) covers basic anatomy for all common taxa from fungi, plants, and animals. Its purpose is to provide primary search terms to access tissueassociated data, and it allows data integration and interoperation among many ontologies. Another approach has been to create a cross-species anatomy ontology that is based on alignment of terms and relations held in common across ontologies (UBERON; Mungall et al. 2010) . UBERON was initially seeded from contributing ontologies using a string matching algorithm (Mungall 2004) and then curated for further alignment. UBERON therefore groups similar structures in different organism based on any kind of similarity, while maintaining cross references to the contributing anatomy ontologies. This approach is useful because it may uncover homology at different levels of granularity or instances of convergent evolution where genetic pathways are reused. One difficulty with an overarching ontology approach such as UBERON is that the number of shared terms and relations across ontologies may be few, and the terms in common may be mainly higher level parent terms in the ontology. Thus, queries enabled by this higher level ontology may not be granular enough to be informative.
Yet another alignment approach would be to represent the anatomy of the most recent common ancestor and thereby formalize homology between structures within the ontology. This would involve creating a separate higher level anatomy ontology for the common ancestor of the taxa represented in the anatomy ontologies and then use a derives from relation, which is defined in terms of continuous genetic ancestry, to relate descendant structures to ancestral structures. Although this approach could be advantageous for model organism databases to link homologous structures (e.g., zebrafish heart and mouse heart), it would preclude testing alternative phylogenetic views if only a single derives from relationship could be captured for any one structure. Phylogenetic analysis depends upon the iterative testing of homology using alternative phylogenies and/or different types of evidence for the homology assertion. Furthermore, no phylogenetic methods currently exist for computing ancestral anatomy (or character) ontologies. If nothing else, the variety of possibilities and lack of a commonly accepted methodology demonstrate that the alignment of separately growing anatomy ontologies will require new approaches, new software tools, and coordination across communities.
CONCLUSIONS
Aggregation of comparative data to address evolutionary questions requires tools like ontologies that accurately, flexibly, and in a computable manner represent a historical yet still growing body of knowledge. Multispecies anatomy ontologies like TAO can effectively represent the broad knowledgebase of comparative biology, and their development will necessarily be a community exercise as the need for shared resources grows (e.g., interaction between image repositories and morphology databases). In developing TAO by extending the core of a single-species ontology, we have encountered a 382 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 59 number of issues that are likely general to other attempts at establishing multispecies ontologies. As the number of ontologies at various taxonomic levels continues to grow, the need to align them will present a challenge across phylogenetically distant clades. To be interoperable, these anatomical ontologies will need to conform to a common set of standards. Ultimately, these efforts will facilitate integration of these data with those contained in model organism and genomic databases, efforts that are simply not possible in the current paradigm of comparative biology. Anatomy ontologies are a first step in making computable the vast stores of evolutionary phenotypic data accumulated from decades of comparative and systematic work. It is our hope that lessons learned from TAO will be of use in other efforts to create multispecies anatomy ontologies that embrace ever more branches of the tree of life.
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